
                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                                                                       
                         
 

 

 

Yay! Everyone is back from stage 4 lockdowns and the Possum Room has been 
buzzing with energy and excitement as everyone settles back into our routine and 
become reacquainted with all their friends. 
Everyone has returned with a variety of new things they can say and do. 
Educators have been watching the children’s interactions and play which has 
changed the dynamic of play in the room. Children are asking each other 
questions and imaginative play has erupted in every area of the room and outdoor 
yard.   
Experiences in the room reflecting the most interest are majority physical and 
creative from playing in the sandpit, see saws and climbing areas, to or art and 
gardening spaces.  
The children have been exploring playing with tools such as tongs, spoons and 
cups with pompoms to help develop hand and finger muscles, grip and 
coordination. Most of the room have picked this experience up quickly. This helps 
prepare the children for their move to the Koala Room where the children serve 
themselves (post co-vid).  
The children have begun to show more interest in books that are longer with 
more developed story lines. Educators are reading these books and asking 
different questions about the stories. The children are eager to have a chance to 
say something about the story, even if it is just to say they liked the book.  
This month may only be a couple of weeks in, but the children suddenly are 
becoming experts at our puzzles and we have had to change them out every week 
to maintain the challenge. Memory games and matching card games have become 
very popular in the room which is helping to develop memory and more 
understanding in game rules and instructions. Well Done Possums!!!! 

Links to the National Quality Standards: Quality Area 1, Educational Program and Practice and Quality Area 1 Program and 
Practice and TRCC Philosophy 

 


